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00:56:15 Kate Van Riper (she/her): Welcome to the New Jersey Book Arts Symposium.

*please turn your video off 
*please make sure your audio is muted
*If you have any questions, please feel free to drop them in the chat; if there is time at the end of the 
session, we will take your questions then. 

You can visit the NJBAS site to view the schedule of events, speakers, and more here: 
https://sites.rutgers.edu/njbas/
01:18:38 Michael Joseph: Arthur Brock, a doctor at Craiglockhart War Hospital in Scotland, where many of 
the soldiers with PTSD were treated, believed in arranging ordered activities that would connect suffering 
soldiers to the world. Specifically, he got them to write metrical verse, which seems to have had a good 
effect. I ‘m wondering if paper making and similar kinds of structured book art making processes would 
work, too
01:19:15 Michael Joseph: Sorry. I’m referencing the period during the last few years of WW1 (1916-)
01:22:10 Jennifer Eggleston: These pieces are amazing - what a powerful transformational experience! 
Thank you for your service and all you are doing with this program.
01:28:43 Richard Minsky234934: Thank you. Important work.
01:29:24 Carol Freid: Thank you for all you do to bring back some humanity to heart wrenching 
stories - your work is extraordinary
01:29:30 iPhone: is is just incredible - the process so inspired - “communal reflective safe place” echoes 
in my heart
01:29:34 Amanda McKenzie (she/her): This is really incredible and so amazing to provide important art 
experiences to veterans. It was really inspiring. 
01:30:31 Michael Joseph: Really timely talk. As Karen says, we need to heal our country and the soul of 
our country. Thank you!
01:30:59 iPhone: an inc
01:31:17 iPhone: edible model for the healing so many need.  thank you
01:31:19 maryannlmiller: Thank you Rachel and Ron!!!
01:33:47 Kate Van Riper (she/her): Welcome to the New Jersey Book Arts Symposium.

*please turn your video off 
*please make sure your audio is muted
*If you have any questions, please feel free to drop them in the chat; if there is time at the end of the 
session, we will take your questions then. 

You can visit the NJBAS site to view the schedule of events, speakers, and more here: 
https://sites.rutgers.edu/njbas/
01:40:28 Liz Horton: can volume go up?
01:42:40 Pamela Paulsrud: Breathtaking!
01:51:13 Helen Frederick: Thank you dear Kumi for describing your magnificent work in special histories. 
Lots of love, Helen Frederick
01:51:32 Helen Frederick: Thank you Maddy!
01:51:46 Jennifer Eggleston: What a beautiful journey with paper. I am inspired.
01:52:26 Rachel Heberling: Wow, such fascinating, lovely work, thank you!
01:52:30 Ron E: Gorgeous work
01:53:08 maryannlmiller: How wonderful to hear Kumi again.
01:54:14 Carol Freid: Lovely
01:57:16 Jaz Graf: what is the average age of a uniform - how long would a soldier tend to wear the 
same uniform? How many uniforms are common for one person to have/use?
02:02:15 Leokadia Stanik: Thank you Ron!
02:03:15 Kate Van Riper (she/her): You can visit the NJBAS site to view the schedule of events, 
speakers, and more here: https://sites.rutgers.edu/njbas/
02:03:19 Miriam Schaer: Bravo!!! Thank you all!!!!
02:03:23 Domenica Webb: Yeah yes new president
02:03:44 Rachel Heberling: Thank you everyone, this was wonderful!!
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02:03:57 Ron E: If anyone has other questions or inquiries ron@frontlinearts.org
02:04:08 Michael Joseph: thank you and Ron, and thanks, Maddy!!
02:04:17 marilynrrosenberg: Thank you all for a dynamic two days!
02:04:29 maryannlmiller: Bye!!
02:04:32 sarahstengle: Thank you FABULOUS
02:04:41 Rick Anderson: thanks

02:04:46 Rick Anderson: wonderful
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